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Abstract: Latest research results have demonstrated the effectiveness of both sparse (or collaborative) representation

and dictionary learning for problem solving in face recognition and other signal classification. Considering the fact that

an informative dictionary helps a lot in sparse coding, a novel model that consists of group dictionary learning and

high-quality joint kernel collaborative representation was proposed in this paper, where rich information from original

and virtual space was mined and constructed as a sample group space to improve classification accuracy. Meanwhile,

joint kernel collaborative representation with an ℓ2 -regularization-based classifier was used to capture more nonlinear

structure and minimize the time cost. Experiments showed that the proposed method outperformed several similar

state-of-the-art methods in terms of accuracy and computational complexity.

Key words: Sample group, misplaced atom, dictionary learning, joint kernel collaborative representation, face recogni-

tion

1. Introduction

As an emerging convenient technology, face recognition (FR) advances fast along with the latest development

of intelligent devices and computer vision. It exists in every aspect of our life owing to its touch-free and easily

acquired features, such as blink face payment, intelligent access control, attendance management, augmented

reality, behavior prediction, and suspect tracking [1–3]. Numerous algorithms have been proposed for the goal of

having our identity and actions comprehended by machines in a human way. However, due to various appearance

changes (e.g., expression, pose, illumination, occlusion, makeup, and age) in real-world situations, FR has been

constantly confronted with more and more challenges and difficulties in both single-view learning and multiview

learning [4].

Recently, researchers are particularly interested in sparse coding, dictionary learning, and deep learning

(DL) [5–7] for FR. Although DL has made some achievements that show promise, it is still limited by hardware

requirements such as large-scale training sets and mass storage, and it lacks a characteristic model for FR. This is

not the case for sparse coding, which can still obtain satisfactory results without the aforementioned restrictions.

With this in mind, Wright et al. proposed sparse representation-based classification (SRC) [8], which made use

of ℓ1 -minimization techniques for FR and obtained satisfying success in occlusion and noise environments. Later

SRC inspired many excellent sparse representation-based classification methods. Yang et al. proposed robust

sparse coding [9], which sought the maximum likelihood estimation solution for sparse regression problems.
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Along with their theory, they presented a robust regularized coding (RRC) [10], which can efficiently explore

outliers and reconstruct intact face images. Later they further came up with a structured RRC [11], which

added structured information into the RRC. Low-rank and sparsity constraints were also combined to mine

discriminative components of facial images by Zhang et al. [12]. Deng et al. presented extended SRC [13] and

superposed SRC [14] to deal with face recognition under uncontrolled conditions by considering the prototype

and variation separately. Despite the wide use of these vibrant studies based on ℓ1 -norm sparse representation,

researchers have still brought new ideas to keep improving. Zhang et al. innovatively proposed collaborative

representation-based classification with regularized least squares (CRC RLS) [15] and showed that collaboration

between classes could give similar FR results to ℓ1 -regularization, but this could significantly reduce time cost

with a squared ℓ2 -regularization. Since then the CR model has also made significant progress as an SR model.

Furthermore, kernel methods have seen wide applications in support vector machines [16], principal

component analysis (PCA) [17], linear discriminant analysis [18], locality-preserving projection [19], SRC, and

CRC RLS to enhance the ability of linear feature extraction and classification, as they can capture the nonlinear

structure of samples (e.g., face images) effectively. Kernel sparse representation [20] was proposed for FR and

object classification and it performed superiorly against other linear sparse representation algorithms, but it

is a time-consuming process due to the use of complicated ℓ1 -optimization techniques. Therefore, Yang et

al. contributed a kernel collaborative representation (KCR) [21,22] model, which extended the CR [15] model

to a kernel space and minimized time cost. Liu et al. constructed a locality-constrained dictionary for KCR

[23] that used a simple yet effective unified similarity measure to enhance the robustness of the approach. A

KCR algorithm with squared ℓ2 -regularization presented by Wang et al. obtained favorable results, where local

binary patterns (LBP) as well as the Hamming kernel [24] were applied for FR. Meanwhile, efforts have been

made in combining different weights as different kernel functions.

In this paper, a sample group and misplaced atom dictionary for a joint kernel collaborative representation

(SGMA JKCR)-based classification model is presented. The main contributions of this paper are as follows:

1. The sample groups, which were composed of original and virtual (affine-transformed and mirror symmetry)

samples, were constructed and combined as a misplaced dictionary in a certain order;

2. To benefit classification accuracy and minimize the time cost, a joint kernel collaborative representation-

based classification method with a squared ℓ2 -regularization was applied;

3. The effectiveness of the misplaced atom dictionary for classification accuracy of our model was evaluated

by an instance.

Our method was a practical model when the training sets were of small size and defective features. To

evaluate our algorithm, we conducted numerous experiments on the Georgia Tech (GT) [25], Labeled Faces in

the Wild (LFW) [26], and Caltech face databases [27]. Experimental results show that our approach achieves

competitive results against some similar state-of-the-art methods and is worthy of further study.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a brief review of related works.

The main principle of the proposed approach is described in Section 3. The extensive experimental results of

the face recognition problem are described in Section 4. Finally, conclusions are drawn in Section 5.
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2. Brief review of related works

In this section, we summarize and review the related collaborative representation-based classification (CRC)

methods and put forward our work straightforwardly. Suppose that there are L classes of subjects and

A = [A1, A2..., AL] ∈ RM×N is the set of original training samples, where Ai = [xi,1, xi,2, . . . , xi,Ni ] is the

set of training samples from class i(i = 1, 2, ..., L), xi,n represents the nth sample from the ith class, M is

the dimension of training samples, and N =
∑L

i=1 Ni is the number of training samples from L classes. For a

given valid testing sample y , we can collaboratively code it over A by a linear representation y ≈ Aα , where

α̂ = [α̂1; α̂2; ...; α̂L] and α̂i is the coding coefficients vector associated with the ith class.

2.1. Collaborative representation-based classification with regularized least squares (CRC RLS)

In [15], it was found that CRC RLS had a performance as good as SRC but with excellent running speed owing

to the application of the regularized least squares method with ℓ2 -minimization, as in Eq. (1):

α̂ = argmin
α

{∥y −Aα∥2 + λ ∥α∥22}, (1)

where λ is a trade-off parameter to balance the sparsity and fidelity. The regularized residuals ei of each ith

class can be computed and used to classify y as in Eqs. (2) and (3):

ei = ∥y −Aiα̂i∥2 / ∥α̂∥2 , (2)

Identify(y) = argmin
i
{ei}. (3)

This simple yet effective CR technique had shown very powerful classification capability, so it inspired a lot of

later CR works using ℓ2 -regularization constraint.

2.2. Kernel collaborative representation (KCR)

KCR [24] extended the CR model to kernel space in a nonlinear way, which performed more favorably than

other sparse representation techniques with ℓ1 -optimization in terms of accuracy and time cost. In addition,

different kernel functions had been selected to improve the classification performance, such as single kernel

functions (e.g., linear, log, Gaussian, Laplacian, polynomial, perceptron, Hamming kernel) and multiple kernel

functions (e.g., MKCR). The whole framework of the KCR is as in Eq. (4):

α̂ = argmin
α

{∥ϕ(y)− ϕ(A)α∥2 + λ ∥α∥22}, (4)

where ϕ(y) and ϕ(A) are mapped high-dimensional features of test sampley and dictionary A by the kernel

function κ(u, v) = ⟨ϕ(u), ϕ(v)⟩ = ϕ(u)Tϕ(v).

The analytical and optimized solution of Eq. (4) can be denoted as in Eq. (5):

α̂ = (KAA + λI)−1KA(y), (5)

where KAA is an N×N matrix with [KAA]ij = κ(xi, xj)and KA(y) is an N×1 vector with [KA(y)]i = κ(xi, y).
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After obtaining collaborative sparse coefficients α , y can be appropriately classified by computing

minimum regularized reconstruction residuals as in Eq. (6):

ri = ∥ϕ(y)− ϕ(Ai)αi∥ / ∥αi∥22 . (6)

We know that a sparser α is more able to represent mapped test sample ϕ(y) over mapped dictionary ϕ(A).

In other words, ∥ϕ(y)− ϕ(Ai)αi∥ should be small and αi should be large if y belongs to class i , so the

regularized residual ri is more effective and reasonable to benefit satisfactory classification by considering both

the reconstruction error and the energy of the sparse coefficient.

2.3. Affine transform model

In [28], Wang et al. proposed a novel likelihood function:

p(Y i
∣∣xi ) = exp[−

(∥∥W i ⊙ (Y i − UZiV T )
∥∥2
F
+ β

∑
(1−W i)

)
] , (7)

where p(Y |x ) is used for estimating the hidden state xt = {xt, yt, θt, st, αt, ϕt}(i.e. affine transform model

parameters: translations, rotation angle, scale, aspect ratio, and skew respectively), Y is the test set, W

reflects the nonzero elements of error matrix E = Y −UZV T (computed by PCA) , and ⊙ and β denote the

Hadamard product and penalty term. This model was applied to track objects in most cases, but it could also

align images well due to affine transform participation.

3. The proposed pattern model

The proposed model is composed of two parts: an extended SGMA dictionary combination and joint kernel

structure formation. Figure 1 explains the principle and implementation of the model (Ei(i = 1, 2, 3) is the

error matrix of Yi in Figure 1). We can see that E1 is very close to zero, but both E2 and E3 have dense

representation because of misaligned facial images. This may lead to misclassification. To obtain minimum

error matrix images, we used an affine transform model to get transformed (virtual) images in an adaptive

affine transform parameter way. Then sample groups (each of which contains 1 original, 1 affine-transformed,

and 2 mirror symmetrical facial images) were used to form the group dictionary for the purpose of obtaining

more useful features of samples when the training set is small. Meanwhile, a joint kernel function was applied

to optimize the single kernel structure and enhance the robustness of the classifier.

Figure 1. The principle and implementation of our method.
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3.1. Sample group and misplaced atom (SGMA) dictionary

The SGMA dictionary is a comprehensive and regrouped dictionary. First, we formed four kinds of image sets:

an original (ORI) facial images set and their mirror (ORIM) images set, an affine-transformed (AFT) images

set, and a corresponding mirror (AFTM) images set. Then we regrouped the above four training sets to form

the SGMA dictionary, as shown in Figure 2. In this process, the atoms of each set were misplaced in a certain

order, which not only expands the size but also enhances the ability of the dictionary. Thus, our dictionary

with rich variation information can yield desired classification results.

Figure 2. The procedure of SGMA dictionary formation.

We mainly used two regroup dictionaries, the SGMA1 and SGMA2 (S1 and S2) dictionaries, to proceed

with our following work. Letting each class have n facial images for training in each image set, xORI
i,p , xAFT

i,p ∈

RM×1 represents the pth sample from the ith class of the ORI and AFT sets, xORIM
i,q , xAFTM

i,q ∈ RM×1

represents the q th sample from the ith class of the ORIM and AFTM sets, M is the dimension of training

samples, and xSGMA1
i , xSGMA2

i ∈ R2M×2n2

represents the samples from the ith class of SGMA1 and SGMA2

dictionaries. With different values of p and q , two SGMA dictionaries were obtained in the misplaced atom

scheme, as in Eqs. (8) and (9) :

xSGMA1
i =

[
xORI
i,p xAFT

i,p

xAFTM
i,q xORIM

i,q

]
(1 ≤ p, q ≤ n) , (8)

xSGMA2
i =

[
xORI
i,p xAFTM

i,p

xAFT
i,q xORIM

i,q

]
(1 ≤ p, q ≤ n) . (9)

In this way, the test set was also regrouped to cooperate with the SGMA dictionaries, only with the ORI and

AFT sets in the test group.

3.2. Joint kernel collaborative representation (JKCR) model

The proposed model derived from the KCR, which improved the discrimination performance of CRC RLS in a

high-dimensional kernel space and reduced the time cost comparing with other ℓ1 -regularization based methods

(e.g., KSRC). However, it was different from the conventional KCR due to the application of the joint kernel

function, which had been demonstrated as effective in many works. For example, Yang et al. generalized a

multiple kernel collaborative representation (MKCR) [29], where three multiple kernel ideas were adopted in

the MKCR model. We also attempted to use different weights to combine different kernel functions.
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Here two kernel functions are applied: Gaussian kernel κG(x, y) = exp(−∥x− y∥2 /t) and Hamming

kernel κH(x, y) = 1− 1
mN

m∑
i=1

D(xi, yi), where x and y are two sample sequences, t is a variable parameter, m

is the number of image pixels, N is the length of the sequence, xi and yi are the ith pixels of two samples, and

D(·, ·) denotes the Hamming distance between two sequences. Then a simple yet effective joint kernel function

framework is presented:

κ = w × κG + (1− w)× κH , (10)

where w is the weight parameter and can be tuned automatically in practical use. The joint kernel function

can optimize the kernel structure property and improve classification accuracy to some extent.

4. Experimental results

In this section, we conduct experiments on popular face databases to evaluate the performance of our method.

All the experiments were carried out using MATLAB 2013 on a 3.70 GHz computer with 4.0 GB RAM. First, we

compare test results with the conventional CRC RLS [15], RRC L2 [10], KCRC (Gaussian), KCR (Hamming)

[21,22], and KCR-ℓ2 (LBP + Hamming (LH)) [24] to demonstrate the excellent performance of our method on

different databases in Sections 4.1–4.3. Then a similar instance is analyzed and compared with our method on

different databases in Section 4.4. Finally, advantages of the misplaced scheme are expounded in Section 4.5.

It is worth mentioning that there is no relevance between all the experiments due to the random selection of

training samples.

In order to improve algorithm efficiency, we carefully adjusted the regularization parameters, which had

small positive values in our algorithm. Parameters λ were set as 0.005 in our method, CRC RLS, KCRC

(Gaussian), KCR-ℓ2 (LH), and RRC L2 uniformly. Other parameters of RRC L2 continued to be used as their

original best versions.

4.1. Georgia Tech (GT) database

The GT database contains 750 frontal face images of 50 people with irregular poses and expressions, and the

size of images is cropped to 20 × 20. A random subset with 3, 4, or 5 samples per person were picked with

their labels as original training samples, and the rest forms the corresponding original test samples. Then we

established the SGMA (S1, S2) dictionary and test group sets. Here we compared the recognition error rates

(RERs) of different methods using the original (ORI) dictionary and group dictionary (S1, S2), as listed in Table

1. We can see that our method performs better than other comparative methods. The RERs of our method are

the smallest over all three dictionaries, even 14% lower than CRC RLS when training number (TRN) is 3 on

the SGMA1 dictionary. The performance of the two dictionaries (S1, S2) is similarly good, and both are better

than the ORI dictionary. Meanwhile, our JKCR method is effective from the aspect of the results on the same

dictionary.

4.2. Labeled Faces in the Wild (LFW) database

The whole LFW database contains more than 13,000 images of faces collected from the web with irregular

poses, expressions, and illumination. We used a subset of 1000 images from 100 persons (10 random images per

person), and the size of images was cropped to 20 × 20. Three, 4, or 5 samples per person were picked with

their labels as original training samples, and the rest formed the corresponding original test samples. Then the
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Table 1. RERs (%) of different methods using different dictionaries on the GT database.

XXXXXXXXXXMethods
TRN 3 4 5

ORI S1 S2 ORI S1 S2 ORI S1 S2
CRC RLS 46.83 35.83 33.67 41.64 30.73 27.27 38.80 27.40 23.60
RRC L2 49.17 31.33 29.50 43.27 27.45 24.36 38.60 21.00 22.00
KCR (Gaussian) 44.67 28.33 28.50 40.00 23.45 22.18 37.20 20.60 21.40
KCR (Hamming) 43.17 22.67 23.50 39.82 18.18 18.36 35.60 17.00 16.40
KCR-ℓ2 (LH) 44.26 23.37 24.67 41.25 18.92 18.36 36.20 18.30 17.60
Our method 41.50 21.83 23.17 37.82 17.82 16.73 33.00 16.20 14.40

SGMA dictionary and test group sets were constructed and the results are shown in Table 2. We can see that

our method is still stable and leading, and it obtains similar good results on SGMA1 and SGMA2. In addition,

the RERs reduced with the training sample increasing, even being below 47% on SGMA2 in the 5 training

sample test.

Table 2. RERs (%) of different methods using different dictionaries on the LFW database.

XXXXXXXXXXMethods
TRN 3 4 5

ORI S1 S2 ORI S1 S2 ORI S1 S2
CRC RLS 65.57 63.14 63.29 63.33 58.67 57.33 59.40 55.80 53.80
RRC L2 64.57 64.57 63.29 62.83 58.83 58.83 60.20 55.40 56.20
KCR (Gaussian) 66.43 58.14 58.29 62.33 53.33 53.67 59.00 50.60 49.60
KCR (Hamming) 66.71 60.00 60.00 62.33 55.17 55.00 58.40 52.20 52.20
KCR-ℓ2 (LH) 64.57 57.99 58.22 59.72 53.00 53.00 57.60 49.50 49.40
Our method 62.86 55.43 55.14 58.33 48.83 49.17 51.20 45.60 45.00

4.3. Caltech face database

There are 450 frontal face images of 27 persons with irregular poses and expressions in the Caltech face database,

and the size of images is cropped to 20 × 20. A random subset with 1, 2, or 3 samples per person was picked

with their labels as original training samples, and the rest formed the corresponding original test samples. Then

we formed the SGMA dictionary and test group set. From Table 3, it can be seen that our method still beats

the other algorithms. The results were satisfying with the TRN increasing, and the best RER was achieved at

less than 2%. Meanwhile, we can conclude that useful features of samples are increased by the effective group

dictionary, and our method does well under the “small training size (STS)” condition, even for a single sample

size (SSS).

Table 3. RERs (%) of different methods using different dictionaries on the Caltech face database.

XXXXXXXXXXMethods
TRN 1 2 3

ORI S1 S2 ORI S1 S2 ORI S1 S2
CRC RLS 14.85 8.66 9.9 7.14 3.44 3.97 4.55 2.27 2.56
RRC L2 16.09 9.16 8.91 9.26 6.35 5.56 7.39 3.12 2.84
KCR (Gaussian) 14.36 7.92 8.66 7.41 3.7 3.97 4.83 2.27 2.27
KCR (Hamming) 16.83 11.88 11.39 13.49 6.88 7.41 9.37 5.68 5.4
KCR-ℓ2 (LH) 15.52 10.38 9.16 11.54 5.22 5.56 8.03 4.17 4.36
Our method 13.61 6.93 7.43 7.67 3.7 3.97 4.26 2.27 1.99
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4.4. Comparison of similar approaches

Xu et al. proposed a method that used the original facial image and symmetrical facial image to improve

recognition accuracy due to the symmetrical structure of common human faces [30]. Our method was inspired

by theirs (simply, Xu’s) with many improvements. In particular, we added affine-transformed facial images and

corresponding symmetrical facial images, and we combined these four kinds of facial images in a particular order

as the SGMA. Table 4 summarizes the advantage of our method over three databases. For example, if we used

Xu’s dictionary and our classified method, our result was 13% better than Xu’s result, or, we used our SGMA1

dictionary and classifier, our result was almost 26% lower than theirs on the GT database. It can be seen that

our dictionary and classification method have more competitive advantage than Xu’s, especially under the STS

condition.

Table 4. RERs (%) of different methods using different dictionaries on (a) GT (TRN = 3); (b) LFW (TRN = 5); (c)

Caltech (TRN = 1) face databases.

Scenarios
Dictionary Classification methods RERs
Xu’s SGMA1 Xu’s Ours (a) (b) (c)

1
√

×
√

× 47.67 64.40 22.28
2 ×

√ √
× 41.83 58.30 18.07

3
√

× ×
√

34.17 48.60 8.17
4 ×

√
×

√
21.83 46.60 6.93

4.5. Misplaced atom scheme evaluation

In order to address the distinctiveness of different samples, we applied the misplaced atom scheme when

regrouping the SGMA dictionary. Next, we evaluated the effectiveness of our scheme under different dimensions

(256, 400, 1024, 4096) on the GT and LFW databases when TRN = 5, as shown in Figure 3. Compared

with the no-misplaced atom dictionary, our misplaced atom dictionary has a good performance in classification

Figure 3. RERs(%) of no-misplaced and misplaced strategies using different dimensions on two databases.
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processing through the comparison curves. This validates that our misplaced atom scheme can more effectively

enhance the robustness of dictionary and benefit classification.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a sample group and misplaced atom dictionary for a joint kernel collaborative

representation (SGMA JKCR)-based classification method, which combined a regrouped dictionary and joint

kernel function together. This framework could capture more linear and nonlinear sample feature information

when the training set was of small scale. The group dictionaries, which consisted of sample groups (one

original and three virtual images), made up for some missing information, and the misplaced atom strategy

also reflects more variations of samples. In addition, we applied the joint kernel function to optimize the

single kernel structure and enhanced the robustness of the KCR model, which can benefit both accuracy and

speed for FR. As a whole, our method was a practical model when the training sets were of small scale and

had defective features. Experiments on different databases showed that the proposed method was superior to

several similar state-of-the-art methods in terms of accuracy and speed, especially on STS cases, and had more

robust performance owing to reasonable structure combination.
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